List 'A' and 'B'

PRE-QUALIFICATION CRITERIA (PQC) FOR RUNWAY TENDERS

1. Reference this HQ letters of even No dated 15 May 15 (Policy No 06/2015) and dated 14 Mar 17 (Policy No 01/2017).

2. A case has come to light wherein misinterpretation of provisions at Para 3 (a) of Policy dated 14 Mar 17 by one of the CEs Zone has led to a complaint to IEM. Therefore, Para 3 (a) of this HQ Policy No 01/2017 dated 14 Mar 17 is amended as under:

Para 3 (a). Replace Para 5 of this HQ Policy No 06/2015 dated 15 May 15 as:

"5. (a) For all runway works involving pavement work costing more than ₹20 crore, the following additional experience criteria is laid down:

(i) Three satisfactorily completed runway pavement works involving similar pavement (rigid/ flexible as the case may be) in the last seven years each costing not less than amount equal to 40% of the estimated cost or each having quantity of runway pavement specific items of works not less than 40% of the estimated quantities of the tender for which PQC is being given.

OR

(ii) Two satisfactorily completed runway pavement works involving similar pavement (rigid/ flexible as the case may be) in the last seven years each costing not less than amount equal to 50% of the estimated cost or each having quantity of runway pavement specific items of works not less than 50% of the estimated quantities of the tender for which PQC is being given.

OR

(iii) One satisfactorily completed runway pavement work involving similar pavement (rigid/ flexible as the case may be) in the last seven years costing not less than amount equal to 80% of the estimated cost or having quantity..."
of runway pavement specific items of works not less than 80% of the estimated quantities of the tender for which PQC is being given.

**Notes.**

(aa) In case the work for which tender is invited has only rigid pavement portion experience of only rigid type of pavement will be required. Similarly in case of work for which tender is invited has only flexible pavement portion experience of only flexible type of pavement will be required. In case, the work for which tender is invited has both rigid pavement portion and flexible pavement portion, the work experience of both the type of pavements will be required.

(ab) Runway Pavement works shall include flexible and/ or rigid pavement works of runway, dispersals, taxi tracks, links, turning pads, overrun areas, operational readiness platforms and pavement quality concrete floors etc, to arrive at total cost as well total quantity of pavement works for framing experience criteria as given at Para 5 (a) (i), (ii) & (iii) above.

(b) Wherein any particular tender for runway works, the value of other than pavement works ie buildings and services etc, is also substantial, the PQC criteria for such works will include works experience for both runway pavement works and buildings works as given below:

(i) Works experience for runway pavement works shall be as per Para 5 (a) above.

(ii) Works experience for buildings (excluding pavement quality concrete floor) and services as per the Manual on Contracts 2012 as amended from time to time.

3. Rest no change.

4. For information and necessary action please.
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